INTRODUCTION  CRESTACRYL 71-9076 has very rapid solvent release and drive-over ability; resin has excellent hardness, very good elasticity and adhesion.

CHARACTERISTICS

- Solid content, 60min/150°C: 60 ± 2%
- Solvent: n-Butyl Acetate
- Viscosity, delivery form, 25°C: 12 000 – 17 000mPas
- Gardner Colour: max 2

APPLICATION  CRESTACRYL 71-9076 is high grade road-marking paint

PACKAGING  CRESTACRYL 71-9076 can be supplied in drums and in containers on special request.

STORAGE  The resin should be stored in the original, unopened and undamaged containers in a dry place at temperatures between 0°C and 30°C. Exposure to direct sunlight should be avoided.

HEALTH & SAFETY  Please see separate material safety data sheet.